C’ESTAINSI INTERVIEW - FEBRUARY 2020
WHO ARE YOU?
Before being a creative studio (where we’ll be 3, Baptiste, PJ and Vik), we are a joyful
group of friends, always looking forward to growing bigger and bigger.
WHAT DO YOU DO?
When working on commissioned projects (it could be for a brand, an artist, a media,
a show, etc.), we try to help our clients reveal their true identity through their visual
presence. We imagine bespoke creative content, whatever the medium : video, photography, motion design, illustration, typography, scenography, music,…
We also develop many personal projects, in which we aim to express our vision of life
using any medium, we create what we want to see happen ! As The happy People
Company, a clothing brand that allows us to explore textile design in everyway.
CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE MEANING OF «C’EST AINSI»
TO SOMEONE THAT DOESNT SPEAK FRENCH ?
«It’s like that », «That’s the way it is», it is an optimistic way of life. It originally comes
from our graffiti crew name, which was and still is spelt 71SI (pronounced c’estainsi).
We were 7 at the beginning, shout out to Max for this one !
CAN YOU SEND ME YOUR LOGO ?

WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE LOGO EVER ?
The paramount logo animation for its epicness, it has kept its original feel and has a
strong sentimental value. It also symbolizes the intro to something captivating, cinema
of course plays a big part in our inspirations and references.
As a still logo we’d say the Pablo Picasso signature as shown on the eponym Citroen car !

CAN YOU HAVE FUN WITH OUR LOGO AND SEND IT BACK?

WHAT IS YOUR MOTTO
Happiness is the only thing you can give
without having, it is by giving it
that you acquire it  

Comme les 7 doigts de la main

YOUR FAVORITE APP
Google maps
SOFTWARE
Photoshop
DRINK
Apricot Juice ( feel free to add alcohol )
FONT
The Avengers Endgame Credit font

As a full typeface, the Nest, available on Forge !

PLACE TO BE ?
Underwater
WHO IS YOUR ALL TIME HEROIN ?
Edith Piaff

WHAT ARE YOUR 5 FAVORITE TYPOGRAPHIC PROJECTS OF YOURS ?
1) Our own typographic foundry, Forge ! Imagined as a factory that would arise from a
volcano, you’ll find most of the typefaces we drew and use daily in there. Every typeface
as its own voice, its own personality, we are passionate about it and want it to remain
a big part of what we do. Forge is almost ready to be released ! We’ll keep you posted  

2) The Unit typeface design , The unit typeface is a variable font with endless possibility
and states, we also found a way to draw with it, basically it was a really fun project to do.
PJ played with it for his diploma project about the limitation of readability and aesthetic.
Also featured in SuperPaper by Bureau Borsche.

3) Knitted Scarfs are a side projects in witch we play with type design a lot. Some are
« just for fun » design pieces, and some are part of a global identity project, as Trevor
Powers’s album and US Tour

4) To the Earth, An art installation we created as part of a group show in Paris, standing
as a testimony from a dry era, accompanied by a nature sound design.

5) PNL - Onizuka Live Tour video : We created a bunch of Japanese themed logos that
were broadcasted on stage during the Onizuka performance for PNL’s first tour. The
logos were laid in a city night ride animation. Seeing it live at Paris Bercy Arena was
kind of crazy for us ! Thanks to Golgotha !

PLEASE SEND US A SCREENSHOT OF THE FIRST SCREEN OF YOUR PHONE(S)

YOUR FAVORITE MUSIC VIDEO EVER ?
björk : jóga Directed by Michel Gondry
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=loB0kmz_0MM

YOUR FAVORITE PAIR OF SHOES YOU OWN
PJ’s 2 euro France 98’s basket from Emmaüs
Bapt’s Mizuno Wave Prophecy
Vik’s Nike Air Rift, a birthday present from Pj !

RECOMMEND US ARTIST THAT YOU THINK WE’VE NEVER HEARD OF?
Willsheldon’s fairy colorfull tattoos and paintings

WHAT ARE YOUR UPCOMING PROJECTS?
Actually tomorrow we’ll be shooting our first music video ever in a professionnal studio
for Panteros 666 !
Design more clothes filled with love in an eco responsive way !
Make new friends  
vik : Skate till my knees hurt/ move to LA
Pj : hopefully stop having knee pain and going back to Japan
Bat : puting one knee down when getting knitted

Merci very much Novembre ! :)
Cestainsi.online

